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About This Game

Build buildings is a game that will test your focus and timing skills. In this game, you have to build a building, but it's not so
easy. Try to build the maximum number of floors and test your reaction.You can change the type of buildings in the presence of

experience stars. It can be played with the mouse.
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Title: Build buildings
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Flanker43
Publisher:
Flanker43
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows xp sp2

Processor: Pentium® 4 1.5 GHz / Athlon® XP

Memory: 100 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 210 590Mhz

Storage: 300 MB available space
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Buggy as hell.... Slow starting and a bit of a slog for the first 2 hours, but give it a chance. I'm enjoying it now. The combat and
haggling system is simple and quick, the quests are not long winded, and the trading aspect isn't over complicated.... Which
makes this an enjoyable "on the side game". But honestly, get through the 2 hour mark and you'll start to have fun.

Runs well on Windows 10.. This is a great little party game that serves as a nod to old-school Bomberman games from the
NES/SNES days.

The controls are easy enough and there's gamepad support.

Graphics are simply yet cute and easy on the eyes.

The few levels that are available are fun, but because of the low number combined with only two game modes (free for all and
teams), there's not a lot of replayability in this game.

Rather than a character customization pack as DLC I'd like to see some additional maps and game modes created. I'd gladly pay
a few bucks for this.. Nice content overall.. needs a update for better speed and control support good game but to glitchy. This is
a really solid, cute little platformer with a hook mechanic and low-res art style. Controls are keyboard to move and mouse to
attack and aim the hook. The character movement is quick and not the easiest for precision platforming, but the game (mostly)
doesn't demand anything beyond the tools it gives you. The story and dialogue is adorable.

It's a one-sitting game, so the $9 price tag might seem like a high ask, but if you're looking for a fun speedrun project, I
recommend giving it a look. You could stretch the 1-2 hour playtime to dozens of hours trying to get to the top of the
leaderboard (or especially do full game runs). I really enjoyed it.. This game is just no good. The baseball physics are awful,
boxing doesn't seem to register hits, the carts control like ufos and the archery doesn't even let you see your arrows sticking out
of the target. Not worth the money.. Enjoyable loco to drive
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Probably a good platformer, but mechanics get in the way.
There are some "blocks" in the game that move you. "Alright, so what?" you say.
Well, when trying to just go from one room to the next means you have to go through them, so it's a test of skills just to move
pretty much.
This game also has really bad optimizations. Playing in fullscreen, widescreen, doesn't do anything but really show you the
pixels. Almost as if the game runs in somewhere between 720p and 480p (or less, I can't tell), which looks super weird on a
1080p monitor.

When the game gets optimizations, then start reading the reviews again.. It's a good successor to Patrician IV. The graphics are a
lot better, trade routes are vastly improved and the campaign is an actual storyline with steady progression of game options..
Funny RPG game.
Make sure to buy as many +50 mp accessories for all your chars as they can carry, (when you can afford it) as healing is limited
(you heal on level up and main guy has it as one of his mp spells) due to no real way to restore mana outside of items (3 towns in
havn't seen a way to rest in any fashion)
I enjoyed the old hermit side quest.
. at best it ends up being mixed success of empire TW remake, maybe even least like usual TWs with grand campaigns - and
even whatever game mechanics that are redone will end up full of either messed up behavior or still poor way to compete,
effectively reducing even this little content there is, no sense in most things

as someone summed it up long ago "it's a napoleonic game that has nothing to do with napoleonic warfare"

the only redeeming features are mostly for multiplayer, otherwise AI is possibly even extra stupid, since not much makes sense
there; then you may think maybe that's some finally balanced setting RTS for MP? but it's not even that, english infantry would
be simply far superior to russian, though there are counterweights such as unique artillery, but that may likely not matter at all,
since once again - it's quite poor at being real deal simulator, at least without big deal of mods

campaigns are kind of cheesy, easy, even when it's europe, which is once again about 0 historical accuracy while a lot of stuff is
on rails anyway and setting is very limited, CA hasn't tried to do proper global simulation or have transition to victorian
postnapoleonic era - without that it's like a bad attempt at what someone already did as for grand strategy and \/ or wargame

in short it seems to be a lighthearted casual gaym even by standards of TWs

a ton of that time is AFK, because exactly there ain't nearly as much to do, even europe campaigns kinda laughable and limited
compared to most TW variants

\u0432\u0441\u0435 \u0432\u044b
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u0438
\u0441\u0432\u043e\u0451 \u0432\u0430\u0442\u0435\u0440\u043b\u043e\u043e. As basic as basic can get, and not in a
good way. Poor Animation, Graphics, Controls and Gun Mechanics. Just a total waste of time. These developers have released
16 games in the last 45 days. Just goes to show you how pathetic it is.

Video Review: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gz9Cu0jJaAo

Pros
- Not the Devs

Cons
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Poor Gameplay
- A.I is horrid. Janky moving, and laser beam guns
- Obviously a cash grab. It's like if a microtransaction was requested of you for absolute
dog\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Game was really fun. Simple controls and packed with silly stoner jokes and
some non weed related jokes aswell. Really Enjoyed the hidden items that give xp and sick bonus at end of the game. 5/5.
Freebie is a casual game & easy for those to get 100% achievement.

General Warnings:
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Flashing lights

My Thoughts
I give it a 6.5/10.. I actually just couldn't get past the first level (the cave one) because even if the fuse box was off and the cable
stopped producing sparks, I just died each time I interacted with it, which prevented me to keep going.
I was hooked by the tone and the music in the beginning of this story but this kind of hard game-breaking bugs are just absurd..
A while back I played the demo and I really enjoyed it. The music is fantastic, controls felt like they were on the way to being
perfected and I was eager to see more. I purchased the game, but I somehow find the controls worse now. I find the kick move
incredibly unreliable and I end up dying more often than I find myself hitting enemies. The only problem I have with the game
so far is the controls, they just feel awkward. Otherwise, the game is a brilliant and charming retro inspired platformer.. Just
started the game and its alot of fun, graphics are stunning!
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